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The Yugoslav Serbo-Croatian - English Contrastive Project is an inter-
national venture involving the cooperation of Yugoslav and American
scholars. Its primary aim is to facilitate the teaching of English as the
second language to speakers of Serbo-Croatian. The results should also
have relevance for the teaching of Serbo-Croatian to English speakers.
It is further hoped that these results will afford new insight into the lin
guistic structures of the two languages and will constitute a contribution
to contrastive linguistics.

The Project is directed by Rudolf Filipovid, Professor of English and
Director of tin Institute of Linguistics of the Faculty of Philosophy.
University of a:treb. Yugoslavia. and coordinated by the Center for
Applied Linguistic a, Washington. D. C.. I...S.A.. represented by William
Nemser, Director of the Center's Foreign Language Program.

The Project is supported jointly by the governments of Yugoslavia and the
United States, and by the Ford Foundation.

The results of the Project research are presented in three series:
A. Reports: B. Studies; C. Pedagogical Materials.
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Vladimir ivir (Zagreb)

CONTRASTING VIA TRANSLATION: FORMAL CORRESPONDENCE

VS. TRANSLATION EQUIVALENCE

0. Contrasting means bringing two language systems together, setting
them against each other and, hopefully, drawing illuminating conclusions
about their nature, mode of functioning and use. Translation, Ideally, means
bringing two texts Into a relation of equivalence, so that the text in the target
language carries an amount of information identical to that carried by the
text in the source language.

The important point to note in those two definitions is that in the case of
contrasting we are dealing with lame and in the ease of translation with
parole. This is the distinction that should always be present in the minds
of those who choose to base their contrastive analysis on a corpua of material
from one language and its translation in another.

0.1.. There are several ways in which the contrastive analysis of two lan-
guages can be made in practice. One approach would consist in taking the gram-
matical descriptions of the two languages and contrasting them chapter by
chapter, paragraph by paragraph, noting similarities and dissimilarities.
This procedure sounds very appealing and is certainly the most satisfying
provided several preconditions are fulfilled: first, it presupposes the exist-
ence of the two descriptions In written or any other form available to the
analyst. second, these two descriptions would necessarily have to be based
on the same model of language; and third, they would have to be equally ex-
haustive. One sees that the requirements for the practice implementation
of ;his procedure are indeed formidable - so formidable. U. fact, that they
ha ....-.ever yet bees fully met, nor are there any ren: chances of their being
ra,;t in ,ale near future.'

,,.2cogrifzing their inability to satisfy such clacting requirements,
Sts Wive settled for what they regard as the second best method -
ing on their intuition supported by a larger or smaller body of
in the form of tables and paradigms from existing grammar-

. .,k .,r in the form of traneated sentencts designed to illustrate certain
'atements. it is noteworhi that the analyst' 'intuition and his examples
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are very intimately concocted with translation. The next logical step has
been to elm at methodological rigour and exhaustiveness by eliminating in-
tuition (with its chance results) and by working exclusively on a large corpus
of material in the original language, its translation into the language with
which it is contrasted, and its ''back-tranalationo into the original. 2 This
means that translation has not only been brought directly into contrastive
analysis but that it has also been made into one of its cornerstones. It is
precisely for this reason that a very real need is felt for a critical exami-
nation of the value of the linguistic material obtained by translation for the
purpoees of contrastive analysis.

1.. We have already noted that translation deals with the physical realization
of language, with parole, while what we contrast in contrastive analytic are
language system. in abstract, i. e. langue, It is therefore our jab as analysts,
when using translated materials for contrastive analysis, to abstract the
system from the text. In this case, we are in a position not unlike that of
the grammarian trying to extract a valid description of a language from a
large corpus of recorded linguistic material (hoping that his descriptive
statement wW also have certain generative properties). And we face the
same limitation:: that he faces. No matter how big our corpus, we can never
be sure that we have covered all relevant aspects, that we have not missed
certain vital and very revealing points. But we also share with him the same
advantages: the scope that we cover in this manner can be very broad, and
our conclusians are carefully dowented with objective and reliable linguistic
evidence: nor should one minimize the advantages in speed and accuracy that
the possible mechanical processing of linguistic data offers in such a case. 3

1. I. Without at all questioning the feasibility of a project of contrastive
analysis based on translated material,4 let us now examine how and to what
extent translation can serve as a starting point In contrasting cu o languages.
But before we do this, an observation of a purely theoretical nature should
be made: the very idea of contrastive analysis presupposes the e%lste:nce of
language universals of some kind (or at least of some .ements common
to the two languages under investigation). This holes good equally well wi
contrasting proceeds via translation. The analyst isolates certain elements
of structure in one language (such as tenses, plural markers, possessives,
demonstratives, word order, etc. ) and observes what elements of structure
correspond to them in the other under conditions of semantic equivalence.

6
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An important difference between translation and contrastive analysis is that
the former aims at establishing ser-antic equivalences between the two texts
(without necessarily relying on consistent 1..ia s espendence, between the
elements of structure involved) and the latter aims at establishing formal-

-semantic correspondences between the two systems (utilizing only :hose
products of translation work which display deer and consistent formal fee-
tures of correspondence).

Although what has been said here may seem rather Is removed from any
practical considerations, it is nevertheless very relevant for actual con-
trastive work because it boils down to the basic question of the units of con-
trestive analysis and the units of translation. It can be .aid that the units of
(syntactic; wontrastive analysis are the units of grammatical description in
terms of which the two languages are presented. The units of translation
are the elements of semantic content which can somehow be extracted from
the linguistic material of the text in the source language and expressed in
the target language using the linguistic tools of that language. (The implica-
tion here is that content can be separated from form. )

When one attempts to isolate the formal carriers .of these elements of @e-
merge content, one comes out with morphemes, words, groups, clauses,
and sentences. 5 To these one should perhaps also add the paragraph and the
whole work, which are sometimes regarded as the approoriate translation
units.

1. 2. Contrastive analysis would proceed most easel} with translation equiva-
lences if all translation was rank-bound at word or even morpheme rank.
However, since normal translation - and that is the kind used in corpus -based
contrastive analysis - is usually not rank-bound (especially not at morpheme
or word rank), but is rather characterized by frequent rank shifting and
changes of the ranks at which translation equivalences are found, the analyst
faces considerable difficulties in trying to decide upon the elements or fointal
correspondence that can be usefully contrasted. The situation is further com-
plicated by the fact, noted by .1. Darbeinet6, that paraphrase (including ad-
dttions. deletions, restatements, etc. ) is often involved. and that it Is in
the ere. between literalness and paraphrase that some of the beat translations
are to be found.

1.3. The question that this paper poses, and attempts to answer. is the

ri
f
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following: How much of the translated material produced by normal (un-
rortrte.ted) translation can the contrastive analyst use? The question can
he asked differently: How doe he know which products of translation to
eliminate as unsuitable for cowl:vastly° analysis? Or finally: How does he
find formal correspondences between an original text and its translation?
We shall assume that he works with a corpus and its translation and that
he already has the units of the language of the original for which format
correspondences are now souhgt - the semantic equivalence having already
been established - in the language of the translation. A formal correspondent
has been definded by Catford as "any TL cateaory (wail., cies, structure,
element of structure, etc. ) which can be said to occupi, as nearly as pos-
sible, the 'same' place in the 'economy' of the TL as the given SL, cute..
e..ry -....copies in the SL". 7

It as important to realize that there are, in every text, a number of
poin ts At which formal gra:limit:cal correspondence can be established.

There can be no doubt that the person:tidy and the equtlibrium
V the tntvidual are f,E4R vely thre..eteroo by technological civili-
zation.
Nema rtiltakv-, sumnje da je Banos( i ravnote2a pojedinca ozbill-
no ugrotena teltniekom civilizacijom.

The corresponces represented here, excluding those lexical ones, include
the following: E present terse - SC present, E negation - SC negation, E
of-construction - SC genitive, E nouns - SC nouns, B singular noun - SC
stngular noun, E adverb - SC adverb, E passive - SC passive, E attributive
. djective - SC attributive adjective, E by-agent - SC instrumental agent,
E that-clause - S": da-clause, E number concord - SC absence of number
concord; etc, As seen here, the correspondences are numerous and mostly
in the same category. Yet, not all potential points of correspondence are
utilized: the articled of the source sentence. for instance, seem to have no
identifiable correspondents in the target sentence. A contrastive analyst,
no matter what his immediate interest (except the article), would find this
translation usable in his work.

But the source sentence could have a somewhat different target language
rendering:

Noma nikakve sumnje da tehni4ka civilizacija otbiljno ugreiava
Refloat i ravnotetu pojedinca.

8
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This time the correspondence E passive - SC active is established, which
is not without interest for the analyst contrasting the voice in English and
Serbo-Croatian. At the same time, some other corresptindenccs are changed:
E subject - SC subject Into E subject - SC object, E by -agent - SC instrumen-
tal agent Into E by-agent - SC subject.

Other possible versions of the target sentence could be the follot.ing:
Hems nikakve sumnje de lidnosti 1 ravnoteti pojedinca ozbiljno
prijeti tehnieka civiiizacija.
Nema nimalo sun** da su lidnost i ravnoteta pojedinca ozbiljno
ugroiene od 'tram tehrake civilizacije.

With each version, some of the correspondences are changed, even though
the translation remains fairly literal (i.e. word-for-word). Changes become
more drastic when the translation is free:

Sasvirri je slgurno da tehnidka civilizacija predstavija ozbiljnu
opasnost za lidnost I ravnotetu pojedinca.
Tehnielts civilizacija nesuranjivo znadi ozbiljnu prijetnju za
lidnost i ravnotetu pojedinca.
Nei Mangy° je da tehnieka civilizacija znaei ozbiljnu prijetnju
Uncial' 1 ravnoteti pojedinca.

But even at this stage, some correspondences are prcaerved, and the trans-
lation can still be used for certain aspects of contrastive analysis, e. g. E
present tense - SC present, E adverb - SC adjective, E attributive adjective
- SC attributive adjective, E that-clause - SC de-clause, E singular noun -
SC singular noun, etc. However, for other areas of contrastive work, no
usable correspondences can be found In the more free versions of this trans-
lation: thus, for instance, the analyst contrasting the negatiott, introductory
there, the passive voice, agentlal expressions, or number concord in English
with their Serbo-Croatian counterparts will be unable to use the last three
renderings of the source sentence.

2.1. What all this points to is the fact that different translations of the
law r source teat (all seemingly equally good equivalents) vary in the number
add type of formal correspondences they enable one to establish and con-
secuently, 13 the kind of contrastive statement that can be made on the basis
of thee, fit can also be mentioned, in passing, that this fact would make
qv) bat ktransiation maths:4 unworkable: first, one would not know which of
.i. several possible translations to "back aanslate", and secondly, each of



these versions would produce several rendering., thus making the picture
rather measy.)

3. It appears necessary, at this point, to expandCatford's definition of for-
mal correspondence (see above) for purposes of contrastive analysis. Obvi-
ously, formal correspondence defined in terms of categories occupying
identical positions (i.e. performing identical functions) in any two lanpages
is both too rigid (such categories probably cannot be set up) and two narrow
(It mild prevent one from establishing many of the 4ontrests that the learner
regularly establishes between his mother tongue and the foreign language).
However, rather than rejecting the concept, one can modify It to include all
those isolable elements (units, classes, structure a, elements of structure,.
etc. ) which can be said to occupy, as nearly as possible, the 'same' places
in the'econornies' of the target text and the source text. Getting down to the
"text", rather than language, enables one to establish correspondences at
all those points at which there are, in the two languages, isolable formal
carriers of semantic equivalence. This procedure is particularly relevant
Armen contrastive analysis ut;lizes translated material, since it is the only
one that makes allowances the numerous cases of rank-and-level-shifting
in translation. Thus, for instanoo, it was possible to establish the adjective-

adve,t correspondence in the examples in sectien 2 above, which Catford' s
definition would rule out.

3.1. A distinction should be made betteen formal correspondence and trans-
lation equivalence. While all cast of formal ct..respondence as conceived
here are Ilso translationally equivalont (naturally so, since they are based
on translation), not all case: of trawalation equivalence8 stand in a relation
of formai correspondence, but "nrit,a1 correspondence being such a multi-
-layered phenomenon, it is difficult to find tranblation equ. -.lents without a
I -ace of co: respondence - at .east are ktopiageb a., closely .:idted as Envie..
and Serbo-Cro,..tian. When the r b.. no dotihe' Is taken
to to "Vitiiritn")riairno", tsu toub - clause
and the present . n:. - p,vor.c qvq"4 t..e anslatiou
equivalent is relAte,.. to ''s ,nrahj.,o", c.v.z.vond.,nces remain (E
clause - SC adverb, E negative adverb - SC negative prolix). And even in
such extreme caaee as idiomatic espressione and proverba, which are of
necesetty translated quite freely, there are certain correspondences of
which contrasts can be mules

10



Don't count your chickens before they are hatched.
Ne spreinej misty dok js zee u fund. (E impure imperative
- SC negative imperative)
It was raining cats and dogs.
Pedalo (lijevaIo, curilo) je keo lz icabla. (E preterite
- SC platelet, E continuous tense - SC Imperfect(ve aspect).

It follows from the nature of formal correspondence understood In this way,
that not all correspondents should be sought in sentence-to-sentence rela-
tionships: translations that do not respect sentence boundaries but rather break
sentences, fuse them or change their order will still yield many correspon-
dences useful for contrastive analysis (except, of course, for the contrasting
of the sentence structure ttself):

All tins leads to the realtzatton that a 'pedagogical grammar"
cannot be the application of mere linguistic grammar, but is
rather the result of combining linguistic grammar with psycho-
logacal grammar,
Sy* nes ovo dovodi do uvjet etija da "pedagogic& gramatike nijc
jednostaviso primljenjena lingvistitia grarnaitia. N4 tt demo do-

.

out tek kombintranjem lingruni4ke gramstike cs psinoloakom
grarnatiocom.

(Although this translation of the second part of the ot IV) ti s imuta gals
to supply correspondences required for say. seater $ .t Lure contrasting.
it can still be tined in contrasting adjective positions in Ci. '110) and Serho-

.-Croattan. and English gerund and Serbo-Croatian %erhal n ..111

In the folbwhig example, too, the sentecce structurk as rather eel. eciably
affected by the process of translation but there ark nevertheless qutte a
number of corresponds aces because of whtch the ea.aritple will bk ;.vtatned
In our corpus aid used for certain aspects of contisitive analyst )f Eng lila
and Serbo-Crostian:

It ran be inferred from the foregoing that, . chante as to
earned through successfully, tt must be aeceptabl. to all netr.lv
who will be affected by it, so it is the Iasi, of nainois man to
create the i.ondlttons that vit'i ensere the .reatest amount 0: .toap-
Dort and the minimum amout of resietance.
lz ovop ito smo dosed rskli proizia as se prordjvne mote us-
pjetno provest1 memo onda ako je prinvitIna svima koji de biti

ii
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njenze xahvsdeni, pa je zato zadatak rukovodstva da stvori uvjete
za maksimalnu poilraku 1 minimaini otpor kolektiva.

2.2. This discussion has v 1 1.r centered on the problems of translated
corpus as a basis of contrastivt. work. It has shown that all translations, no
matter how free, have their place in the corpus because formal correspond-
ences can always be established between the source text and the target text.
It has also shown that probably no translatipnomn be made in such a way that
correspondent. of all isolable formal elements of the source text are found
In the target text. Different translated versions of onv and th.: *ame original
text (all of them presumably equally valid as translation equivalents) will
permit one to establish different formal correspondences.

4. All these considerations stem from what may be regarded as a macro-
scopic point of view of an entire contrastive project. When the focus of in-
terest becomes more narrow and specific, however, when our perspective
is that of an Individual project worker dealing with a well defined problem
rather than that of a project manager, the attitude to the corpus and its
translation becomes different. First of all, the individual analyst will never
handle the entire corpus bat only that portion of it which contains the instances

(
of his particular proolem". Second, he will only be interested in finding
:ormal correspondents in the target text for the elements of structure of
the source text which are the subject of his contribution to the project as a
whole. And in trying to find these correspondents, he will see that a consi-
.1erable proportion of translations simply fail to offer anything that he could
accept as a formal correspondent of the element of structure that he is study-
ing. (The exact proportion of such unacceptable examples will depend on
how free the translation is and on the particular element of structure-that is
the subject of his interest. Some elements of structure seem to be more
susceptible to "deviation" and perhaps disappearance in the process of trans-
lation than others.)

4. I. The problem that the analyst will have will be In the first place to
determine whether a formal correspondent is present in the translated text
or not - and if it is what exactly it is. Experience will soon teach him that
mere translation equivalence is not a valid basis for translating, and that
extracting a formal signal of structure out of a text is in fact the first step
that he shout,: make. This will be easy In the language to which contrastive

12
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analysis is directed and whicii Is taken as .'tart n t:-.1a language,

the elements of structure to be analyzed v be given by the is. suription of

that language. Let us assume that Eng liali .he language 9 which our con-
trastive analysis is directed, i.e. that we are try' produe contrastive
grammar of English for Serbo- Croa...an learner.. Ira ?JIM r descriptive
grammar of English will supply not (my the actual topic* for ax . sis but

also their analytic breakdown and will give the analyst the' moiatarquage in
terms of which he can discuss the contrastive features of the two languages.
What thin lescriptext will not give, however. is the list of the formal cor-
respondents In Serbo- Croatian. Those will have to be extracts from the
semantic equivalences represented by the :leislated text, using the labels
provided by the metalanguage adopted in the writ:pendent descriptions of
English and Serbo-Croatian.

4.2, Suppose that the subject of contrasttve analysis is the Eoglit. parti-
ciple. The grammar of English will Mate, sad the corpus preatt ably con-
firm and exemplify, the fact that En..lish has two parti..iples. prcrsinit Ind
past, and that bola of them display some adjectival and some yea °al proper-
ties; it will A.eo specify the conditions under which one or di.- r syntar.-4.:

quality of the participle becomes prevalent. Toe anai; wil, t..eo ..ossify
Lis participial examples into the two main group' and ae task. eaf-grostpS
as he feels his grammar can handle, or as many le a .lec>isary 6r his
purpose. Next, he will examine the :rat:elation equtealents in . °articular
sub-grouc, looldng for the specic formal elements that .'ors - to cor-
respond C.. he participles ir. the F.'ng.iah r, the gee-t Tarp ontritnitte

forms preeeded by forms of the xerl, toe anti ollc Ned b.; an otoject
whexe th t syntactm interpretatext of the -A fora is . :early verbs. - be
will find, for instance, Serbo-Croatian verbal tens:, vf imperfective and,
perhaps less ebvioualy, perfective verbs). But he will Serbo-

-Crodti.ei gerundives, as in the following exemple .

.is ho was making his way across the Mot 1, he ran % ...

Probijajudi it palliate =km) je
i .aril begin el wonder whether the geruLdive cox be regavdee as a

geeendent et the English progressive ,reterite. But on clover
it. ch... N* English example .v111 reveal cee.. to features which distinguish

...le other uses of the progressive preterite: first, it is used in a
41, r t which n be aeitsnee: soeond, the clause could be m-

ine . to .iciple (Mal ek 10. we &aro: 'he field. he ran into a... );

13
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third, the clause could be retained In translation, and the progressive
preterite would have the Serbo-Croatian past tense of an imperfective verb
as its formal correspondent (Dok se probijao poljima, naletio je ns. . ).

His conclusion may be that when all these conditions are fulfilled, the Serbo-
-Croatian gerundive is a proper correspondent (contrastively significant')
of the English progressive preterite. (As a matter of fact, the gerundive
here stands as an equivalent and correspondent of the whole clause, not of
its verbal par. alone. )

However, some of the translations in the corpus will leave him without a
formal correspondent, thoug obviously there will be formal elements car-
rying the meaning of the original:

I paid hIcSwIggin and I paid him plenty. and I got what
Iwo* paying for.
Cospodo. ja eam pladao McSwiggina, i to lakom i kapom,
a vjerujte da tr.f je to isplatilo.

It would be wrong to underline "se isplatilo" as a correspondent of was
paying" in this example. There is nothing in the translation that can be taken
as a formal correspondent iff the progressive tense. (The pastriess is of course
represented in the translatio. One could at this point legitimately ask whether
tho Serbo-Croatian text is a translation equivalent of the English text above;
or in other words, whether the progressive tense has been rendered at all.
One answer can be that the tiro texts are equivalent because its Serbo-Croatian
part has ben producedby a competent bilingual speaker of English and Serho-

Croatlae. The second answer might be tYait ti.ey not equivalent, that the
meaning contributed by the prograssh tense has not been included m the
transtetiou, and that it cannot normally be included in Serbo-CroatiaL. lo Its
inclusion, though possible, is not desirable, since it would affect the natural-
ness of the translation:

Cospodo, ja saw pladeo hfcSwiggind dakono i kapott,. all sam i
lobio ono (za) Sty strte pladao

Caen when a reornal. correspondent poems :. )e proses, ti the translation,
rare should we taken to see wheti,or the eerreppofteent. geradrie or merely
spurious, a result of raistra.1.113itoto

Whenever he sees a picture of a big boat, he asks his mother
if that boat is bringing Daddy borne.
Had god negdje ugleda elites kakvog velikog broda, zapita majku
de 11 je to onaj kojim de se tats vratiti

14



Finally. In some cases of unmistakable equity tilt and death storable
correspondence. it is difficult to see how the. e 0..amples can be analyzed
in contrastive terms:

These booze customers had until then been buying their sup-

plies from...
Doted au se oat opskrbljivaii Wein kuPujudi gs od

Here the Serbo-Croatian present participle "lcupusidi" corresponds formally
to `(had) been buying", but this fact is hardly relevant contrastively because
tt Is an automatic consequence of the process of shitting in the ruse of the
sentence.

This example shows very well that formal correspondence is contrastively
significant only when it is Systematic (and perhaps also statistically frequent)
and when it le achieved independently between the structures that are being
contrasted rather than as a result of intra-sentencc shifting which then affects
also the correspondent structure in the translated text.

Another example of this situation Is provided by the of-construction in the
following sentence:

One student could remember the order of all fifty two fresh'',
!huffled cards after his first twenty- minute study of them.
Jedan student se mosso sjetiti poretka svih pedeset i dvije
reikeisttlh karats polio th je proueevao svega dvallaset minute.

Ilse accusative form of the personal pronoun ("10) is the formti carrespOnd-
-nt M' the original of-construction ("of them"), but it is impossible to say
gmethet thus 's an example of systematic cot-resin:I:demo or a chance result
31 the chasigte that the original state:etc tam iitatag*.he in the. pi woes of trans-
lation.

Au attempt hag been made in this paper to exanth ow trateslattou
he OVA in clontraln.te analynit It es elaitfee ...entratiathig via trs.ns

.nsittble btu that the differences bet ftzii u. .* s ..4i.ttuiti carefully
!eel: th- former is coritereed with seitantie ectu.vt tne latter with

.a. .1111telik. corree+andence. the. fornior dew: with the text, the latter
t.r m el elements that can be isolated fro.* the text. A modified de-
frrraal :orreapontlen:-. it given to include all those isolable
Mat occupy the sense pkittes in the economies of the two texts,

-et Thf eats to which formal correspondents occur in nor-
sit:vetted trateslat,:ti examined ..fnei It is concluded that some
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are preserved in all translation., no niaTter how free. Their proportion la
smaller when one lakes the oerapectiva of an individual analyst with his
specific contrastive topic. In some eases, correspondences are Impossible
or unlikely, in others they are spurious, and in still others they are a by-

-product of structural shifts that occur in the course of translation.

An English Serbo- Croatian contrastive model, based on an English corpus
and its translation into Serbo-Croatian, is implicit in the foregoing dlacu s-
alon. Its form is roughly tne following: a description of English is taken es
given and is exemplified fa he English text (corpus), and possibly modified:
the text is translated into Serbo-Croatian and the formal correspondents of
the isolable elements described by English grammar are sought: a gram-
matical description of these Serbo-Croatian formal orrespondents is made;
this description is contrasted with the description of the elements of English
with which the analysis began; inferences for learning are drawn,

NOTES

(1) 1 sat this notwithstanding the announcement of the German PANS project
.ses,t'bed by C. Nickel and K. H. Wagner, ("Contrastive Linguistics and
Lentuage Teaching", MAL, VI, 3,1988, 233-55). This project will be
haw: on the trensfortnaunral model of linguistic description, which is
stria:lily a vast' exciting pfospect, but one has serious qualms about
its 111114UatiV011eSS in the present state of development of the transforms.-
tionill theory. A case could perhaps b tqc s corpus -basso analysis
along transformational lines.

(2) E. r1. Le.yeriston, "The 'Translation-Paradigm' , A Technique for Con-
Analysis", IRAL, III, 3, 085, 121-25.

L. Spalatin, "Contrastive Methods", 50tAZ, 23, 1967. X9-48.

(3) Z. Dune. "Concordancing as a Method an Contras:. 1. , SHAZ,
23, it?.., 49-62.

Pi) Such a In "Net tS actually alie.ady union way; cf. R. Filipcnd, the Choi. 7,0,
of the' .. orpus for the Contrastive Analysis of Statn-oroatirn2 nieLF
irilhe present volume.

(5) J. C.Ceiford, A Linguistic Theory of Tr:a natation, Oxford University
Press, London, 11085, p.17.

(S) J. Darbelnet, Ravi*, of "On T.,anslation" and "Aspects of translation ",
The Jewels' of the Canadian Linguietic Assoolationt VI, 1, 196o, p. 75.
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(7) J. C. Catford, op. cit. , p. 27.

(8) No operational tests of translation equivalence are offered; ideally,- the
authority of the translator as "a competent bilingual speaker" (W. Merton,
'Equivalence and Congruence in Transformational Contrastive Studies ",

Studia Anglica Poeseaniensia, 1, 1-2, 1968, p.54) leaccepted. Speaking
more practically the analyst should be allowed to discard those examples
from the corpus in which his own bilingual feeling disagrees. Errors in
translation are sufficiently common to make this provision necessary.

0) The principles of selection of topics are discussed in the 'Research Guide
for Project Workers'' (for the English - Serbo-Croatian Contrastive Study)
prepared by W, Nemser and V, Mr.

(lo) "Languages differ essentially in what they must convey and not in what
they ma,/ convey." (R. Jakobeon, "On ianguTerc Aspect of Translation",
On Ttslation, ed. R. A. Brower, first published 1959, Oxford University
Pres., iFew York, 1966, p.136.)
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Leonardo Spalatin (Zagreb)

APPROACH *-0 CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

Inter - lingual similarities

The basic assumption of contrastive analysis is that while languages sr*
different. there is always a certain degree of similarity between them. If
there were no similarity there would be no contrastive analysis, in the same
way as there would be no contrastive analysis if there were no differences.
This position falls somewhere hell way between that of traditional structur-
slism, which stresses the uniqueness of each language, and that of trans-
A irmationalism which stresses their fundamental similarities.

Inv tact that most of what is written or said in one language can be translated
into another language indicates that there must be s certain. rather high,
.iegree of similarity between languages. At the same time translation shows
that the similarity is alwaye only partial, that h. can never become identity,
i.ven with cognate languages or with oialects of the same language.

Lat.guages may be said to constst of some isolable elements and of certain
arrangements of the isolated elements. Language elements are assigned to
various hierarchical ranks of structural unit, and to levels' according to
,,t , tam triteria, mosuy of a psradigmatic, distributional or extralinguistic
nat...re. If this classification of language elements is carried out by s con-
sistent application of s language theory, the results will show greater or less
similar,t betw .,n languages-in regard of the isolated language elements and
the:: prOperneh

nowt .ve great the difference in the isolated language elements between
langbag. 9, it is still possib:e to render a very large portion of meaning con-
. ,:y.eu .sy ii,t v.etrieuts-of one langliage into another. This possibility seems
to impi. twr things: tiPtimilarit between languages to not necessarily limited
to similarity between elements telonging to corresponding levels in the
ldnguage concerned, snd (2) similarity between languages is not necessarily
limited to similarity between elements belonging to corresponding classecor
ranks in the languages concerned.

..
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The semantic field

Language elements can be assigned to the lexical or the grammatical level.
They belong to the lexical level when they are regarded purely from the point
of view of their collocation:a range. regardless of the form A ith which they
enter into a collocation. Thus, the collocations of the worde "aerie' and "clog"
are lexical In "a barking dog /a dog barks/ the barking of a dog /a dog that
barks/ the bark of a dog". (Certain arrangements of words, shotting gram-
matical collocations, like "father-in-laa", are assignated to the lemcal level
because they collocate lexically as a unit rather than as the individual elements
of which they consist. ) A word belongs to the grammatical level when its form
is decisive for its collocations with other elements. Thus "I" collocates with
"love" but not with 'loves". The order of collocations itself is a grammatical
feature; thus, "I may not" but not "1 not may". To put it In a tiliferent way,
a word contain, a semantic element an' a grammatical elerneia. The semantic
element determines its collocation with other words: the graransi.tical element
determines its collocations with other grammatical elements,. "Peter" does
not collocate with "go" not because of its semantic properties tit can collocate
with "goes") but because Its grammatical properties. i. e a 'run -form
without a suffix collocates with a verb-form consisting of the base and -s.
The form father can collocate grammatically as "father loves /I see my father/
of the father / this father" but not as l"These father", for wntch collocation
a different form of the word father is required. The semantic element con-
tained in the word father allows it to enter into combinations such as "a father
loves / a loving father / a fatherly love I a father's love i a fatherly kiss I
a fart. r. kisses / a father who kisses / an unnatural father" but not s "a
fatherly father". The grammatical, lexical a:A phonological iprobre.. also
the graphemic) levels cover the semantic field of a langlage.

Or

Seuiar , at differen, leveis, ranee or class..s

-ametages can be viewed as covertm, a certain semantic field, The more
, II Lar the cult .o and civilvetton of the ucera o' various languages, the

LOA I vZil')IInce there will be between the ovniantic fields covered by
trJ kr Ian .tage9. But however similar are semantic fields covered by various
lar.i,. ..., ciere will always be areas in one b.iguage without counterparts of
v0 sane rank or of the sat, level, or with no counterpart at *IL in the
other. i'or t41 Americas word "Jrugatore" there Is no equivalent word In
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Serbo-Croatian (S-C).

The lack of formal correspondence2 between two languages at the lexical
level does not exclude the possibility of rendering the meaning expressed by
an element in one language in the other language, lacking an equivalent element,
by means of a different rank or level. The meaning expressed by the American
word "drugstore" can be expressed in S-C by a noun-phrase like "I store sel-
ling drugs, shirts, cigarettes, etc." (Similar equivalences established at dif-
ferent ranks are widely utilized in monolingual dictionaries.)

The lack of formal correspondence at the grammatical level often hao as a
consequence a full or partial lack of semantic equivalence. The present-

-perfect verb-phrase of English (E) and the preterit tense have the sante equiva-
lent in S-C. Thus, "He has arrived" and "He arrived" will have their equiva-
lent in the S-C sentence "Do leo je". In such cases equivalence is only partial,
as only some components of the total meaning are expressed in the target
language, in this case the component common to both tenses, that is "past".
The component "connected with the present" of the E present-perfect verb-

-phrase has no equivalent in S-C. In certain contexts the equivalents of the
two E tenses are two tenses :n S-C. The present "Miro" in the S-C sentence
"Ztvito ovdje pet godina" la equivalent to the E present-perfect "I have lived"
in the sentence "I have lived here for five years". The S-C perfect "Livia alum"
in "livio sam ovdje pet iodine" la equivalent to the E preterit "lived" in"!
lived here for five years".

C:c.cliasonally a grammatical element in one langnsge has no equivalent in
another. This is olUn the case with the articles in E when an E sentence
is translated into S-C. The E sentence "Re lives in a house" and "Relives
in the house" wili moat frequently have in S-C only one equivalent: "livim
u Iola". which means that S-C usually does not distinguiah between a marked
and an unmarked noun.

Even where there is formal correspondence between two languages, some
elements present in a structure of one rank in one language may be repre-
eented by different means in the other, although they may have units of the
same rank with identical structure. Thus, both E and S-C have noun - phrases
with identical structure. The E noun-phrase "His large house, which is near
the park..." shows the structure "modifieremodifiereheed+qualifier". The
corresponding S-C noun-phrase "Njegova velika kuta, koja je ',Hsu parka..."

20
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;Mows the same structure. On the other hand, the noun phrase of the clause
'A lit boy plays" has as its S-C equivalent a clause in which ewe/ale:me
is established at ranks different from those occurring in the E clause. The
modifier "a" of the E noun - phrase "a little boy" has a possible S-C equivalent
At ties clause level. Ta convey the meaning of "a" the elements figuring in the

icture of the equivalent S-C clause are arranged In such a way that the
...a i of the noun-phrase is placed at the end of the clause. The modifier
'attle" can have a S-C equivalent at the word lesel in the form of a bound

cirpkime gising cltMauttVe meaning (djedak a boy, djeasaie a
:rule boy). Althomal- "litho boy" arid "djedeete" are of the same rank (because
;,ey play ttl- .7arsil rale in clause structure, that of the subject), the modif
C AP 11C is of kti fel, at types. In E' it consists of words arranged according to
the tette.; for the errangenient of a noun-phrase element. In S-C the modifi-
cueon Is eatery.: at a ar 1 rank by means of bound morphemes (djeatie-le)
foltoeing merphottic tic rates of elements at word rank.

although three lese e of language elements can be isolated in all languages,
err :semantic coverage varies from language to. language. Theo the E emphatic
onetruction "it Is, who/that", where emphasis is conveect by grammatical

-Leans e by a certain distribution of language elements). is rendered in
5 -C, amen 'thee possibilities, by phonological means, that la by giving an
emphatic stress to the equivalent of the E word that fills ikiL slot.

the :act that two languages distinguish similar word-claaaes twee not news-
eartly mean that a word-class in the one language µill always have as its
equivalent the formally corresponding word-class in the other. both E and
S-C nave a word-class usually called adjectisLs, containing the sub -class of
possessiva adjectives, which function as modifiers in noun- phrases. Thus
"my father" In S-C is most frequently "moj otac", whets n.o _belongs to the
Same adjecttve sub-class as the E rtm . But the clause "My ...iter has arrived"
is translated into S-C as "Otac mi je dobao" (4 father to na aim come), where
nit is a qualifier belonging to the class of pet tl pronouns. The sentence
can be also translated as "0 °tee je degas" where zero is equivalent to
my" or "our".

Languages differ in the way they utilize eleme ita of varies level.. to corer
their semantic fields. The verbal aspect of S-C (grammatical level) can in
some eases be expressed by various lexical Rea . in E (lexical level): the
lexical and grammatical meaning of the S-C imp. ). dye verb "raditi" can
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be rendered by the E verb "work", while the lexical and grammatical mean-
ing of the perfective S-C verb "uraditi" cat;be conveyed by the E verb "ac-
complish", as in "Radio je mnogo all uradio melt" "He worked a lot but
accomplished little". Similarly, aspect in S-C can be rendered in E by the
selection of a verb for the imperfective aspect and of a different verb with
its object for the perfective aspect. The object is derived from the E verb
which corresponds to the S-C imperfective aspect;

&deli v look - pogledati v take a look
pjevati sing - zapjevati 'start singing

The following are examples of S-C lexical items having E phrasal equivalents:
stereo a old man
starica v old woman
starost v old age
starmali 2 precocious child
aiaretinarnica . second-hand shop
starkelja v decreipt old man
ostariti a grow old
stared se (o) =take care (of)

S-C is richer in derivational and form classes than E while E is richer than
S-C in the membership of word-classes, so that S-C words often carry a
heavier grammatical loan than E words. This situation makes rather dubious
Fries's contention that the teaching of E as a second language should eon- -

centrate on structures and include only a minimal vocabulary3. For the
speaker of S-C who tries to learn E this is a rather unsatisfactory method
because what is a syntactical feature in E will often be a morphological
feature in his language, which difference would interfere with bis sequLsi-
tion of E structure. Often a speaker of S-C will insist on an E word-form
lnly because it is a form with a suffix and thus comes closer to his heavily
suffixed native words, preferring "beautifuller" to "more beautiful" or
"going" to "go". E compositions written by the students of E at the Univer-
sity of Zagreb. Yugoslavia, show that, at a conservative estimate, lexical
mistakes stand to grammatical mistakes in the proportion of 6 to 1.

This high percentage of lexical mistakes reflects the basic difference between
the two languages: the heavier reliance of E on leids which is highly speciali-
zed and extremely well developed with items often glowing narrow colloca-
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done' ranges and utilizing a very large number of specialized bases, and
the predominance of grammatical elements in S-C Attached to a much smaller
body of banes with consequent wider collocations of lexical.elements. This
can be illustrated by the following example:

dob-ar dobr-ot-a o-dob-ri-ti deb-a-din-a dob-ra-no
good good-ness approve genial person consider-ably

dob-r-ostiv dob-ro-stoje-di dob-ro-dud-an dob-ro-da-ao
grac-sous welt off mild- temper -ed wel-come

dob-ro-bit
wel-come n welt-fare

its against one base in S-C there are 9 bases in E. and against 26 suffixes
and prefixes in S-C there are 8 suffixes in E. (The segmentation may not be
precise but still reflects a basic difference between the two languages.)

The high specialization of E lexical items often leads to a situation where for
two or more E words there is only one word in S-C; for insta...se; "light" and
"easy" ("lagan"); "difficult" and "heavy" ("telak"); "song" and "poem" ("Ne-
uman; "turn off" (light), "put out" (fire), "quench" (thirst) ( "ugasiti ").

The formal correspondence approach to contrastive analysis

Most contrastive analyses employ a formal correspondence approach. We
have tried to show that such an approach cannot yield satisfactory results
because (i) formal items at one level in one language are not necessarily
always equivalent to corresponding formal items in another language, (2)
the structure of formal correspondents at a certain rank can be ccnsiderably
differ - nt and the ..orrespondents can still play the same grammatical role in
the c..ltrasted languages and convey equivalent meanings. (3) formal cor-
respondence can be sirr.ply nonexistent. We shall now try to show, through

tido a very siJperficial contrastive analysis of some features of
. A -at happens when a format correspondence method is applied,

alo to and incomplete the results are.

I.

t tne formal correspondence approach to contrastive analysis
.ntii a number n problems. One is how to establish formal

. tt-s. In most can. City are established on the basis of in-
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tuition. We feel that certain formal Items play similar roles to the structure
of the languages concerned. Thus the Is felt to correspond formally to der.
die. des in German.

Formal correspondence of the items to be selected for contrastive analysis
is often establiabed also on the basis of similar labels. E personal pronouns
are contrasted with S-C personal pronouns because of the similar terms used
in the respective grammars to designate the two sets of items.

There is a serious question, however, as to whether formal correspondence
can offer an effective approach to contrastive analysis. On_the basis of what
has been said on the foregoing pages, we believe that formal correspondence
is far from satisfactory for purposes of contrastive analysis, since it often
establishes similarities whicb are of little practical value, while ignoring
subtler forms of similarity which, although they may be less frequent than
the formal correspondences, must be taken into account in contrastive re-
search. An example is reflexivity in E and S-C. Both languages have verbs
with reflexive objects, and such verbs are felt to be formally correspondent.
But statistics show that the S-C reflexive se corresponds in E more often
to zero or nothing than to .rut of the -self forms. Similarity of distribution
assigns to the -self forms the role of formal correspondents, out if contrastive
analysis stops at this point, the practical result will be that we will have to
warn the speaker of S-C against forming his sentences on the evidence of
formal correspondence if we do not want him to produce E sentences of the
type "I am walking myself" or "I am laughing myself", which do not occur in
E. On the other hand, we cannot say that zero to tiOthing is the formal cor-
respondent, because the S -C sentencc "Urniva se" with tho reflexive se has
as :le E equivalent "lie is washing himself", in addition to "He is washing".
Since instances of se as verb object have as their only phonetically realized
E formal correspondents the -self forms, we take the -self forms as the
'ormal correspondents of the S-C se. As for the phonetic zero a E where se
,:ceurs in S-C, we are not sure whether what is involved is a zer ) morpheme
(a transitive verb with zero object: "I shave every morning'). or nothing at
all. Thus we are faced with formal correspondence wall very loi ei4elvalenc.
probability. It la obvious that such a formal correspondence will have little
practical value resulting from contrastive analysis.

Even in the cases where formal noreepondence exists for a large number of
instances, Cher. are areas of similarity between the contrasted languages
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which are not covered by formai correspondence. Thus my in my father in
E corresponds to in moj otac in S-C. A similar situation obtains in
thousands of other instances. The conclusion is that the forms m
etc. , have as their S-C format correspondents the forms MI. t221, etc.
However, closer scrutiny reveals that while this is true for over fifty percent
of cases of mv. etc.. there still remains a rather high percentage of in-
stances were us. etc. , corresponds in S-C to the enclitic dative of per-
sonal pronouns, to the reflexive se, to zero, etc. If, for purposes of con-
trastive analysis, we take into consideration only those hems which are
formally correspondent in the two languages, no useful contrastive analyeia
is likely to result because such an analysis will Ignore, as often occurs.
other similarity relationships which are not formal correspondences in the
languages analyzed, although they are equivalences.

The S-C learner of E will react in the same intuitive way and select E pos-
sessive adjectives as formal correspondents of S-C possessive adjectives and
will, equating formal correspondence with equivalence. produce an impermis-
sibly high percentage of sentences in the target language on the model offered
by formal correspondence which will be wrong, the mistakes occurring in
the ares where equivalence is no longer valid. In a s..ntence like "T.atui (the)
hand out of (the) pocket", modeled on S-C p ruku iz diepa", with
zeros at the place of E possessive adjectives, the formal correspondence
"mom, etc. equals etc." is no longer operative, and 0 is not intuitively
felt to have the function of E possessive adjectives. This means that even
in cases where formal correspondence can be established intuitively, or In
some other way, the learner will have to be told not to rely on it entirely.

In some cases it is almost impossible to establish any kind of formal cor-
respondence. This is the case with the E article for a speaker of S-C. He is
quite helpless before it since there is nothing directly discernible in his
language which could serve as a formal correspondent he could utilize when
going from S-C to E: In such case', for all practical purposes we have to give
up the formal correspondence approach to contrastive analysts, since the
only thing we can contrast is the absence of a set of morphemes in one language
with their presence and characteristic distribution in the other. Although no
correspondence can be established, it is possible to establish certatn equival-
ence relations on the basis of word-order, demonstrative adjectives and pos-
sibly some other elements. A similar situation obtains in respect of S-C verb
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aspect and its E equivalences. In such cares even the formal correspondence
approach to contrastive Analysts has to give up contrasting similar formal
categories, and try to establit. similarity by means of other value, saying,
for instance, that the S-C imps ective "brinuti se" corresponds to E "worry"
and the S-C perfective verb "pobrinuti se" to E "see (to something)", which
Is definitely not a contrastive analysis of the category of aspect in the two
languages.

'...se of the formai correspondence approach is often due to a misconception
A methods of contrastive analysis, which are often confused with methods of
language description. This confusion results in the implicit ...oaclusion that
if languages are describable in terms of certain categories, contrastive
analysis should be in terms of the same categories. This is a falacioue af..-
',raptor. Secause there need not necessarily be any similarity between des-
, ripttvt methods and contrastive methods. The two are quite independent
,.7roe.esses with different aims in view: one discovers and classifies language
.lect.ents, the other contrasts meanings conveyed by language elements iso-
.oited in various langugages. it is true that a poor description will yield poor
miens :n contrastive-analysis, but n... necessarily a poor contrastive analysis.
load methods of description, on the ad, applied to contrastive analysis
are no guarantee of good contrastive pits.

The semantic approach

`,..r experience is that languages can be effectively contrasted only on a se-
__ Ale basis, specifically, on the basis of translation equivalence. The trans*
la_on approach ;:oduces, in addition to one or more high translation proba-
bility equivalents, a series of low translation probability equivalents, and
the two together cover an entire particular semantic field. Thus, the trans-
?alien of a corpus containing E possessive adjectives into S-C eyielde not only
possessive adjectives (the result which we get if we accept the formal corre-
spondence approach) but also personal pronouns in their enclitic dative forms,
the enclitic form of sebi (i.e. si ), the reflexive pronoun (se), possessive
adjectives derived from nouns (noun; otac, derived possessive adjective:
e4ev * father's), words like vlastitl. rodieni ( one's own), etc., that is, the
whole field of "possessivity", similarly, an E corpus containing this and that
will produce, in addition toovat, Cal, oa , a whole series of words containing
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the ov-, ta- and on- morphemes (tarcAts here. tamo s there, onamo yonder,
ovalco a this way, tako s that way. etc.), the non-productive demonstrative
morpheme (vedera-s a this evening, priena-s a this automat tutros a
this morning. etc, ), that is, the whole field of "dernonetrativity".

As with formal correspondence. translation equivalence will not be of great
help to contrastive analysis where equivalence is practically nonexistent. But
one of the advantages of the semantic approach is that absence of translation
equivalence is less frequent than absence of formal correspondence.

Conclusion

Our conclusion is that the formal correspondence approach excludes in advance
the possibility of semantic similarities between language elements in various
languages which are not beforehand established as formally correspondent.
Thus, If we decide that nouns in E and S-C are formally correspondent, and
we restrict contrastive analysis to nouns in the two languages, we exclude all
instances of other word classes and other linguistic levels which are the only
semantic equivalents of certain E nouns in certain environments. Formal cor-
respondence allows for some differences In the distribution of 'tuns selected
to be contrasted. but it does not allow for similarities among Items belonging
to different classes, ranks or levels.

We have tried to show that languages differ widely as regards tin choice and
distribution of the elements they utilize to cover their semantic fields. but
that it is comparatively easy to establish semantic equivalences between the
fields of various languages, which seems to Indicate that contrastive rclation
ships between languages are more profitably established If their equivalent
semantic features are compared than if the comparison Is based on their equiv-
alent formal elements.
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NOTES

i. By "level" we mean one of the main aspects of language, a phonology,
grammar or lexicon. The term "rank" refers to hierarchical arrangements
of language units. It is usually convenient to isolate five ranks: morpheme,
word, phrase, clause and sentence.

2. By a "formal correspondent" we mean a format element or string of
formai elements showing an organized structure at a certain hierarchical
rank in one language whose role in the overall language organization is si-
milar to that of some formal element in another language. Thus in both Eng-
lish (E) and S-C, elements can be organized into phrases, functioning as
subject or complement at the clause level, consisting of no modifier or one
or more modifiers, a head, and no qualifier or one or more qualifiers.
Such phrases are formally correspondent in the two languages. Formally
correspondent also, for example, are adjectives ke....ause in both languages
they can function as modifiers of the head of a noun-phrase.

3. 'A person has 'learned' a foreign language when he has... first, within
a limited vocabulary, mastered the sound system ... and has, seconT,Ime
Via structural devices ... matters of automatic habit". Charles C. Fries,
Teaching and Learning English as a Foreign Languages p. 3.

*V
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Rudolf Filipovid (Zagreb)

THE CHOICE OF THE CORPUS FOR A CONTRASTPIE'ANALVSIS
OF SERBOCROAT1AN AND ENGLISH

The first problem facing the researchers engaged in the Sec2 bo-Croatian
1English Contrastive Analysis Project was that of the method , and then

immediately after that, closely connected with the selection of the method,
came the question of the corpus. Obviously, the choice of the method de-
termined whether a specific corpus was needed or not.

rho problem of the method was discussed in the earliest stages of our work
on the Project. 3 Professor Pavie lvid noted that one of the three approaches
was possible: traditional, structuralist, or generative, 4 The first approach
was discarded as outmoded and unsuitable for contrastive analysis, Bu.
Professor lvie was aware of the difficulties in choosing between the structural
and the generative approaches. Our progressive orientation - says Professor
Ivie - would dictate the choice of the most modern. I. e. generativetrans-
formational, approach. However, the situation in the field forces us to com-
promise, "to combine classical structuralism with the elements of the gene-
rative approach". 3

In an article on Serbo-Croatian - English contrastive anal. sis, I have exam
used several contrastive studies now available and found that none employs a
specific and consistent method that might be regarded as the method of con-
trastive analysis. Authors of these studies have used different approaches
and have come out witheresults of different quality. My conclusion after reading
these studies, supported by our own limited experience. is that there le a
strong interdependence between theory and practice in contrastive work, and
that the best approach will be a combination of theoretical and crarirical
methods of research. Our experience so far shows that there are areas of
contrastive analysis in which no theoretical method would be successful or
would lead to a satisfactory solution. These considerations have prompted
us to seek a method, or a combination of methods, that will yield not only
theoretical but also practical results. The practical results roust be usable
to developing better teaching materials and techniques. This will be possible
only U they are presented in a form that an average reader of our projected
monograph can understand.
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In order to fulfil all the requirements of the contrastive description of Serbo-
-Croatian and English, it was decided to adopt the translation method 8 based
an a corpus of examples. This hoice then led naturally to another problem:
that of the corpus.

Already at the first meeting of the Project (Zagreb, April 1967). I discussed.
among other questions, the problem of the corpus, 9 It was decided at that
meeting that the corpus should be built upon the following principles: (1) the
English corpus should include extracts from the works of both British and
American authors. (2) fiction and technical literature should be represented,
(3) the corpus should be translated by translators from all the Yugoslav centres
represented on the Project, i.e. both the eastern and the western variant of
St rbo-CrJatial should be equally represented, (4) the original Serbo-Croatian

pus ..r.,...1c be built from works of Croatian and Serbian fiction and technical
..Lratarc and should be translated into English by British and American na-
iiv., speakers, so that both variants of English are equally represented.

,..-ti, a t ,rpus would be sufficiently representative on both the English and
the Serbo-Croatian side, The translations of the two parts of the corpus
,int , English and Serbo-Croatian respecitvely) would supply a sufficient
-Nan... .6f contrastive elements on tne basis of which statistically significant
6.,th,....sions could be made. Two kinds of extracting were envisaged: for a
....aer.:. sample and for a supplementary sample, The general. sample would
`onaist of loo. oo6 sentences and their translations: this was regarded as a
-Z.L.Lcr.::.: large .rputi for the majority of contrastive elements. (Estimates

made Jri the basis ,.: several frequency studies showed that this corpus would
be sufficient for most aspects of syntactic analysis.) The supplementary
corpus would t c led in those cases in which the general corpus failed to
:tell/ a reliable distribution.

. :
II.Ace vet.. Jiscussion at the second meeting of the Project lo indicated that
a might not be possible to obtain a sufficiently' representative corpus on
these principles. An.)ther reason which prompted us to seek a new solution
41s the fact that it was rather difficult. if not impossible, to build-such
.6 large corpus within the limited time and with the resources that we had
at Dur disposal. A whole series of questions would have had to be answered:
tow to select the works for extracting. how. to determine the ratio between
British and American (and Croatian and Serbian) texts, between fiction and
technical literature. etc.
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It became quite clear then that we would have to use an existing corpus and
at the same time have recourse to a computer and other data processing
devices. There are, at present, two large corpora one bpUt on British
material, spoken and written, and one on American material - only written,
We felt that the first corpus, containing material from both spoken and writ-
ten sources, would better suit our needs and give more significant results.

The first corpus, A Survey of English Usage, has been compiled under the
leadership of Professor Randolph Quirk of the Department of English. Uni-
versity College London. U A number of studies have been made on the basis
of this corpus in recent yearss some of them have already been published.
some are due to appear soon. and some are in preparation. It is a pity that
this corpus has not yet been published as such and is thus practically inac-
cessible to researchers. Attempts have been made to publish it, but the
necessary funds could not be found. For the time being. it is only accessible
to a limited number of people, which also limits its usefulness for linguistic
research.

The Survey has been complied on the following three principles! (P The
linguistic material includes all grammatical elements found hi 'he chosen
strings of actually recorded written and spoken English. The Survey_ aims
at explaining, in the light of the statistical norm, every grammatical phe»
nomenon regardless of its frequency. Another aim is to describe the con-
ditions under which the speaker deviates from the norm. (2) The survey
embraces the full range of educated English usage. from learns t and tech-
nical writing to spontaneous colloquial speech. Particular attention is pale
to natural (unscripted) speech in different situations - from high* technical
discussion to free conversation among friends. Different regiett r « are com-
pared among themselves and with the socalled "literary speech" e,

dialogue in written literature. (3) The Survey covers present-day English.
from IftSo onwards.

les addition to the three main principles, the compilers of the Survey have
followed certain other principles: each unit of text consists of about 5, 000
woros, as' the whole corpus includes over Zoo texts of British English; the
soirees include the spoken language, novels. playa, poetry, criticism,
and f.the literary prose, then psychology and social sciences, philosophy,
physics and physical sciences, t (elegy. law, politics. religion, then news-
paper language, etc. The entire corpus contains over a million words and
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is designed to supply sufficient data on high frequency phenomena and most
productive norms in the language. Clearly, low frequency structures and
certain high frequency variants will not be sufficiently represented in the
printery material and supplementary samples will be needed.

By its composition and size. this corpus would meet the requirements of
our Project: However, two main reasons have prevented us from taking the
corpus of Professor Quirk's Survey of English Usage: (1) The corpus is not
readily accessible since it does not exist in printed form; (2) it is not designed
for computer processing. Those were the two main reasons behind our de-
cision to work with the American Brown corpus, whose most serious drawback
compared with Professor Quirk's corpus is that it does not cover the spoken
language.

The Brown Corpus (short for the Standard Corpus of Present-Day EngUsh13)
includes I, o14,294 words in connected text of edited English prose published
in the United States in the course of 1961. All authors are - as far as it could
be established - native speakers of American English. The material included
in the corpus was published in the course of a single year, 1961, although
parts of it may have been wrt:ten somewhat earlier.

The corpus is composed of Soo samples. each containing about 2.000 words.
Each sample begins at the beginning of the sentence, though not.necessarily
at the beginning of the paragtaph in the text from which it is taken; it ends

nth the sentence in which the two thousandth word appears. That is why some
'samples have a little more and others a little les.. than 2, 000 words. The
werage sample length is 2,028.6 words.14

The °rims covers a wide range of styles and types of American prose.
Poem is excluded because it raises special linguistic problems different
from those raised bj prose. Plays are also excluded hecause they do not
represent real writing but rather an imagined representation of speech.
'r action is included, but no sample COntdie.o$ over 5e per cant of dialogue
has been odmitted. The samples have seen caeten for their representative

laitties and not for certain subjectively determined vakvieS.

The word 'standard' in the name of the corpus does not mean a Corpus of
'Standard English': tt simply indicates that the corpus can be used for
comparative studies requiring the same of data. It can also mean that
the corpus is a convenient basis for the compilation and presentation of
other sets of data in English and other languages.
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The selection of the fields to be covered and the number of samples in dif-
ferent cstegorles have necessarily depended on certain subjective and objec-
tive conditions. To a certain extent they depended on the material that could
be found in the Brown University and Athenaeum (Providence) Libraries and
in the New York Public Library. A list of the main categories to be included
was drawn at a meeting at Brown University in February 1963. In addition
to the two chief editors, Professors W. N. Francis and H.Kutera, the meeting
was also attended by Professor R. Quirk, the editor of the London corpus.

The entire corpus is divided in two main groups:
1. Informative prose (374 samples).
2, imaginative prose (126 samples).
The first group has nine categories. The first three of them cover the press:
(a) news stories (political, sports, social, late news, financial, cultural)
from dailies (33 samples) and weeklies (11 samples)- total 44 samples; (b)
editorials and readers' letters to dailies (19 samples) and weeklies (8 sam-
ples; (c) reviews (books, theatre, music, ballet) from daily (14) and weekly
(3) newspapers - total 17 samples. Seventeen samples come from the field
of religion: from books (7), Journals (6), and studies (4). Another category
contains 36 samples from the field of skills and hobbies: two samples from
books and 34 from journals and magazines. The category of popular writings
includes 48 samples (23 from books and 25 from magazines). Serious
writing, biographies, memoirs and similar texts include 75 temples (38
from books and 37 from periodicals). Thirty samples are included in the
category various writings: 24 from government documets, 2 from foundation
reports. 2 from industrial reports, and one each from college catalogues
and industry organs. The next category, most numerous after the press,
is that of scientific and technical literature (8o samples): 12 from natural
sciences. S from medicine, 14 from social sciences, 13 from political and
legal science and education, 18 from the humanitios, 12 from technology
and engineering,

tt would be difficult to contest the number of samples in different categories:
tto numbers were fixed after a discussion in which each participant made
his own proposals, Taken as a whole, the first section, that of informative
prose, covers all areas of human activity as they are reflected in written
texts. And the ratios between the number of samples in different categories
could hardly be different. The heavy emphasis given to the press (98 samples)
is a reflection of the importance attached to the realizations of language in
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daily and week&y newspapers. The second most numerous field is that of
science, with So samples and with all fields of science and engineering re-
presented. Since scientific ant' technical language is perhaps less varied
than the language of other forn.s of informative writing, the number of
samples included in the corpus seems quite sufficient. With other categories
of writing it is not easy to find objective criteria that would determine the
number of examples. it could be said in conclusion that the wide range of
fields from which samples have been taken is a reasonable guarantee that
no Important human activity of which written record exists has been omitted.

Comparing the number of samples in the first section (374) with that of the
second (126), one notes that the ratio is 3 2 1, which would mean that the
language of informative prose is thought to be three times as important for
linguistic analysis as that of literary prose. When one remembers that the
main source of material for linguistic investigations in the past used to be
belles letres, one nannot fail to appreciate the significance of this corpus
and the novel approach that it introduces into me linguistic study od the
English language.

Even the composition of the second section, imaginative prose, is novel.
The number of samples in different categories shows that no extra weight
is given to fiction in the traditional sense of the word (1. e. novels and short
stories). Besides, the section includes three categories that have seldom
teen used as sources of linguistic documentation. The division of imaginative
:tr'se into tvnea is rather original. The first category is that of general
fiction. represented by 29 samples (2o from novels and 9 from short stories).
The same number of samples is found in the next two categories: adventures
and westerns (tS -amples from novels and 14 from short stories). Then fol-
lows love prose (15 samples from novels and 14 from short stories). Twenty-
four samples come from detective novels (2o) and short stories (4)< Science
fiction is represented by 6 samples (3 from novels and 3 from short stories)
wnd humour by 9 samples (3 from novels and 6 from essays and similar
forms).

This standard corpus of English hi now available on magnetic tape for com-
puter processing. IS The text can be obtained by running the tape through the
computer, which will print the entire text in its orthographic form. The
text will then have to be translated into Serbo-Croatian, since contrastive
analysis is done on the original text and Its translation. When the two ver-
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:ions are thus obtained, contrastive concordances will be produced by the
computer, so that each English sentence is matched by its Serbo-Croatian
translation. For technical and financial reasons, it has been decided to
shorten the Brown corpus by half, translate only this nalf and prepare
contrastive concordances for it matching every element of the English
text with its Serbo-Croatian translation equivalent.

It was clear to us from the beginning that the contrastive analysis of two
languages (e.g. Serbo-Croatian and English) would require two corpora of
equal size and i.ornposition which would be translated into the respective
languages. Chas would enable us to itxamine each phenomenon in both
languages from the point of iiew of its translation. This idea had to be
given up, however fce several reasons, and it was eventually decided to
work with only one ..:orpus and its translation. Obviously, the, Brown Corpus
and its Serbo-Croatian translation cannot provide all the elements needed
In the analysis: we therefore plan to have another, control corpus which
will be smaller and naturally less representative and "standard", than
the shortened version of the Brown Corpus. It will consist of a tew Serbo-

-CroatMn novels and their translations into English by native speakers of
English. ,

It rrAy be interesting to describe how we propose to shorten the Brown
Corpeo. One way would be to cut each sample in half, thus hoping that the
representativeness of the corpus will not be affected, However, it seems
to us that a 2000 word sample is the shortest possible sample if it is to
remain representative of the text from which it is taken. Another possible
way would be to reduce the number of samples in categories and sub-cate-
gories by half, hoping again that the main features of the corpus will re-
main intact. This would mean, for instance, getting only 3 samples from
daily newspapers and 2 from weeklies In the category "press", sub category
"political news story'; instead of the present lo and 4 samples respectively.

Ia our shortening we do not follow either of these principles. It has already
been said that the London Corpus, which includes the spokon language and
plays, would be more suitable for our purpose than tho Brown Corpus, which
does not contain materials from these sources. But the Brown Corpus does
contain dialogues in narrative texts (when dialogues do not cover more than
So per cent of the total text) which are very useful for the kind of work that

gj
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we are doing. An important objective of our Project is to prepare new teaching
materials, and these must Include not only narratives but also dialogues. This
is the reason why the shorten.ng of the Brown Corpus is not done in a linear
fashion but rather in such a way that the samples containing dialogues are
preserved in each case at the expense of other samples which are less suitable
for the contrastive analysis of English and Serbo-Croatian as we envisage it.
(Some of the samples would be rather difficult to translate because of their
cultural background: this is the case with certain sports texts. ) The category
of readers' letters to the editor will be kept as it stands because it comes
perhaps closest to the free style of expression that we need most in our corpus.

The corpus thus abbreviated will then be translated into Serbo-Croatian. It
has already been said that both variants of Serbo-Croatian, eastern and western,

ill be represented in the translation and that translators will be engaged in
all tnose centres from which Project members come. One third of the corpus
til be translated in Belgrade, one third in Sarajevo, and one third in Zagreb.

it is thus hoped that the Brown Corpus translation into Serbo-Croatian will
display the greatest possible number of features of all variants.

if it is found that our corpus, now consisting of the shortened Brown Corpus
and its regionally representative translation plus a smaller control corpus
of Serbo-Croatian texts and their English translations, fails to cover all
aspects of Serbo-Croatian, a separate analysis will be made of the aspects
that have remained uncovered. This analysis will be made by a group of
Serbo-Croatian scholars at Novi Sad led by Professor Pavie Md.

On the basis of this corpus, processed by IBM 30o computer in the Zagreb
Municipal Computer Centre, we-shall obtain contrastive concordances of
4.-.ery single eletront of the English language and its Serbo-Croatian trans-
iaion. Equivalence will be the main criterion for the selection of structures
for contrasting or comparison. Paireo texts and their components will be
regarded as equivalent when they have been translated from one language
:nto the other.
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NOTES

( I) R. Filipovid: Jugoslavenski projekt za kontrastivnu analizu srpskohrvat-
skog I engleskog jezika. Organizacija i zadaci projektat (The Yugoslav
Contrastive Analysis Project - Serbo-Croatian and English. The Orga-
nization and Objectives of the Project) lnstitut za lingvistiku Filozofskog
fakulteta Sveudiliitta u Zagrebu. Zagreb, 1968, 16 pp.

(2) R. Filipovid: "Zakto kontrastivne waltz*? " (Why ' contrastive' analysts' )
livt Jezici. Belgrade, X, 1;4, 1968, pp.1-5.

R. FUtpovid:"Uloga kontrastivne analize u lingvistidkom istradivanjuss
(The role of contrastive analysis In linguistic research), Filoloild pregled,
Belgrade. VI, 1 -2. 1968, pp. 1 -U.

(3) The first seminar for Project members was held in Zagreb, April 1 » 3,
1967. Eight papers were read, most of them dealing with the methods of
English Serbo-Croatian contrastive analysis.

(4) P. Ivid: "Osnovni probiemi mbtoda u naliem radu" (The main methodologi-
cal problems In our work). The paper will be published In Project publi-
cations and will be entitled "Nekoliko rees o problemima metoda" (Some
methodological.remarke).

(5) lb.

(6) R. Filipovid: "Contrastive Analysis of Serbo-Croatian and English",
SRAZ, Zagreb, 23, 1967, pp.5-27

(7) R. FUipovid: "Pedagokka primjena kontrastivne analize" (Pedagogic ap-
plications of contrastive analysis), Pedagoilki rad. Zagreb, XXIV, 3-4.
1969. pp. 138-145

(8) I do not wish to discuss the different forms of this method, broad or
narrow. CI), items (6) and (7).

(9) R. Filipovid: "Contrastive Analysis of English and Serbo - Croatian" (a
detailed description of the Project and plan of work).

(10) The meeting was held at Novi Sad, November 17 and 18,.1967.

(11) R. Quirk: "Towards a Description of English Usage", Transactions of
the Philological Society, Blackwell, Oxford, 1961, pp. 40 -61.

R.Quirk: "On English Usage", Journal of the Royal Society of Arts, 114,
London, 1968, pp. 837 -51.

(12) Several studies have already been prepared on the basis of this corpus:
(a) R. Quirk: "Descriptive Statement and Serial Relationship", Language.

41, 1965.
(b) R. Quirk: "Types of Deviance in English Sentences ", in A Common

Purpose, ed. .1.R. Squire, Champaign, Ill. , 1966.
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(c) A. P. Duckworth: "Co-existing Negative Preterite Forms of Dare",
Language and Society, Copenhagen, 1961.

(d) A.P.Duckwortn, J.8vartvik, and others: "Studies in the Correspond-
ence of Prosodic to Grammatical Features in English'', Proceedings
of the Ninth International Congress of Linguists, Mouton, The Hague,
W54.

(e) J. Svartylk: On Voice in the English Verb, Mouton, The Hague, 1966.

(f) D. Crystal & R. Quirk: Systems of Prosodic and Paralinguistic
Features in English, Mouton, The Hague, 1964.

tg) R. Quirk & J. Mulholland: "Complex Prepositions and Related Sequences",
English Studies, 44, 1964.

(h) R. Quirk & D. Crystal: "On Scales of Contrast in Connected English
Speech", In Memory of J, R. Firth, Longmans, London, 1986.

(t) R. Quirk & J. Svartvik: Investtgating Linguistic Acceptabilttz, Mouton.
The Hague, 1968.

(j) H. T. Carvell & J. Svartvik: Computational Experiments in Grammatical
Classification, Mouton, The Hague,

(k) D. Crystal & D. Davy: Investigating English Style, Longmans. London.

(11 R. Quirk: "Acceptability in Language", Proceedings of the Philosophical
Society, Univ. of Newcastle.

(13) The main Information on the sources for this corpus can be found in W. N.
Francis, Manual of Information to Accompany A Standard Sample of
Present-Day Edited American Wish forMse with Digital Computers,
17upartment of Linguistics, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island,

(141 Wh.reier the number ,s over 2, oeo words, the surplus material is retained.
Because of some comp.itational tnis.akes, 15 samples have between 1,990
Ind 1,999 words, and 3 samples have under 1,990 words,

t'.54 One oflne, reasons for describing this corpus in such detail is that it might
help Migosla: linguIsts in preparing a standard corpus of Serbo-Croatian
Mr future linguistic Investigations. No standard corpus of this kind has so
far been used in Nio cittng Serbo-Croatian grammars.

(161 Some stecu.a have already been made on this corpus. Cf. 11, Kudera &
W. N Francis. Computational Analysis of Present-D Amertcan English.
Brown University Providence, Rhode Isla qd, -W67.

(17) It should be remembeied that Protease: Quirk's London Corpus contains
samples of at least 5, 000 words,
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